
Devon Diane Anderson 
THE Corrupt DISTRICT ATTORNEY FOR HARRIS COUNTY TEXAS 

A Vote for Devon Anderson 
Is a Vote for Corruption 

Illegal Investigations • Fraud and Perjury • Malicious Prosecutions • Abuse of Power 

On September 26, 2013 Devon Diane Anderson received the political 
appointment as interim District Attorney for Harris County Texas making her one 
of the most powerful public officials in the Nation. Anderson was not qualified 
for this appointment. 

The Anderson Administration 

Devon Diane Anderson and her administration 
engage in selective enforcement of the law. 
Lying to grand juries, the courts, and the public 
to support unjust guilty verdicts is the culture of 
the Anderson administration . 

Facts are twisted and invented to obtain unjust 
guilty verdicts and common people are forced 
into guilty pleas by extortion . The Anderson 
administration deliberately drags out criminal 
cases to bankrupt innocent defendants so they 
are forced into pleading guilty. 

A common person cannot afford time off from 
work for court dates that are repeatedly reset 
every few weeks for months on end; nor can a 
common person afford paying an attorney for 
these repeated resets. To be subjected to 
meaningless resets is official oppression. 

Corruption and Abuse 

Known agents of the 
Anderson administration: 

Clinton Francis Greenwood 
Thomas Heyward Carter Ill 
Lauren Elizabeth Byrne 
Leon Allen Wilson 
Kirk Wayne Bonsal, Jr. 
William Bruce Jordan 
Michael J. Conner, Jr. 
Thomas Lee Strange, Jr. 
Charles F. Cornelius Jr. 
Julian Ramirez 
Clinton A. Morgan 
Cheryl Nikki Elliott 
Susan Marie Fillion 
Brett Yancy Audilet 
Larry Ray Shimek 

Devon Diane Anderson directs illegal investigations; fraud and perjury; and 
malicious prosecutions to conceal corruption within the District Attorney's 
Office. She has abusively devoted the police and prosecutorial powers of the 
District Attorney's Office to suppress those who threatened to expose corruption 
within her administration while real crimes go without attention. Anderson has 
wasted vast amounts of taxpayer money for personal vendettas. 

The Anderson administration betrays the public trust in gross extremes and it 
insults the efforts of ethical assistant district attorneys. Devon Diane Anderson 
is a corrupt public official who disgraces the office of district attorney. 

Removal from Office 

Pursuant to Sections 87.013(a)(1) and 87.013(a)(2) of the Texas Local 
Government Code, a petition to remove Devon Diane Anderson from public 
office is being filed in the District Court for Harris County Texas so she can 
answer for her incompetency and misconduct as District Attorney. 

----o----

You have a voice .. . use it to remove corrupt government officials. 
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